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The Full Performance
Compressed Air Pipe System

AIRpipe founded in 1997, operates within the air 

compressor and air transmission industry. AIRpipe 

design, manufacture and sell quick connect air piping 

solutions for compressed air, vacuum and inert gas, 

whilst specialising in air pipe work systems for new 

projects, renovation, extension or modification of 

existing systems. 

The AIRpipe full performance compressed air pipe 

system differentiates itself through outstanding 

design, quality material and efficient production 

processes. AIRpipe products are continually evolving 

to meet changing customer demands, and the  

10 year quality guarantee ensures peace of mind.

Specialist technical staff follow the entire production 

development cycle, from design to creation of the 

moulds, to the final manufacturing. 

Industries: all production and service facilities where 

compressed air or inert gases are utilised.
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Features & Benefits

  AIRpipe’s extensive range of pipe and fittings enables  
a bespoke compressed air system to be built which  
can meet specific production needs 

 
 

  AIRpipe is corrosion, vibration and heat resistant; the air quality is preserved  
throughout the whole system up to the point of use, protecting the  
downstream equipment and the manufacturing process

  AIRpipe can connect seamlessly to the female thread, male thread and flange joints

  Total flux design on the valve allows quick installation and saves energy

Adaptable

Durable & Resistant

Corrosion Resistant: Low Pressure Drop

Flexible, Quick & Easy to Install
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Conventional Pipe

 AIRpipe fittings can be disconnected and reused

  Quick drops can be added at any time, adapting to changes  
in the production line

  As the connections are made from the side, the risk of condensate  
waste is eradicated

 Quick assembly; no welding, gluing or crimping needed

 No detailed technical training required

  Lightweight, easy to cut pipes: easy to handle on site

Seamless Compatibility

   High quality, smooth inner surface will never rust. It ensures a constant  
flow of clean compressed air and guarantees safety at the point of use

  The high performance ‘O’ ring system ensures a leak free seal

  Low friction inner surface eliminates airflow restriction, reducing  
pressure drop and saving energy
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Collars & sealing ring configuration will vary  
depending on connection size.

Sizes 100-200mm will need to be preformed  
using a pipe lugging machine.



Above is an example of a typical AIRpipe configuration including pipe and fittings. AIRpipe’s professional air system design provider 
can create air pipe installation designs, provide detailed pipe structures and calculate the pressure drop in the system based on the 
actual production environment. In this way, the design proposal can be adjusted, modified and tested. A detailed material list of pipes 
and fittings can be created and a full quote provided. While all reasonable care will be taken when producing the material list, no 
warranty can be given as to the accuracy of the information. Please visit www.airpipe-eu.com to request your FREE design service.

FREE Design Service
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8421 953 6 7

AIRpipe offer a professional  Air System Design Provider
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1  Quick Connect Butterfly Valve

2  Aluminium Equal Tee, Lugged style

3  Aluminium 90º Equal Elbow,   
 Lugged style

4  Aluminium Equal Tee

5  Quick Connect Ball Valve

6  Outlet Terminal

7  Reducing Tee

8  Straight Connector, Lugged style

9  Straight Connector

10  Threaded Quick Connect Ball Valve

11  Aluminium End Cap

12  Aluminium 90º Equal Elbow

13  Aluminium Quick Drop

14  Polymer Quick Drop

15  Flanged Connector

16  Aluminium Tubing
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AIRpipe offer a professional  Air System Design Provider
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Product Range

 Available in blue or grey for easy identification

  Corrosion resistant providing clean air

 Optimum flow rate performance

 Lightweight

 High quality coating on the outside surface

 Suitable for; compressed air, vacuum and inert gases

 Max working pressure: 13 bar, -20ºc to + 70ºc

 Vacuum: 0.13 bar absolute pressure

  Compressor outlets absorb vibration

 Allows expansion and contraction of aluminium pipe

 Max working pressure: 13 bar from -20ºc to +70ºc

 Vacuum: 98.7% (13 mbar absolute pressure)

 Resistant to mineral and synthetic compressor oils

  New generation quick drop can be used horizontally  
or vertically, connecting to a rigid pipe or hose

 High volume

  Complete water trap ensures no water enters the 
downstream branch

 Quick installation

  Specialist tools available designed especially for use when 
installing an AIRpipe system

 Fixings suitable for various piping structures

  Fixings used for installing pipes to the wall, roof or canal, 
vertically or horizontally

 Connect quickly

 Full volume flow design

 Reusable - can be dismantled and re-assembled

 Non-flammable material

 Quick installation

 Range of male and female threads for connecting to the system

Rigid Aluminium Pipe Flexible Hose

Quick Drop

Tools & Fixing Accessories

Pipe Connectors

Ball Valves & Butterfly Valves
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